DNA extraction and molecular analysis of non-tumoral liver, spleen, and brain from autopsy samples: the effect of formalin fixation and paraffin embedding.
The use of molecular biology in combination with morphological analysis is increasing because of the treatments by target therapies. However, to improve the methods for obtaining DNA for molecular analyses from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue is a challenge. The aim of this study was to evaluate the DNA extracted from FFPE tissue blocks (non-tumoral liver, spleen, and brain), obtained from autopsy, 8-24 h post mortem, using three methods of DNA extraction. PCR of the β-actin (136 pb) and human amelogenin (AMEL 212-218 bp/106-112 bp) genes, as well as short tandem repeat (STR) (100-400 bp fragments), reported in forensic scientific analysis, was performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the methods of DNA extraction. We used 28 archived (1 and 5 years) and 12 recent autopsy cases. The commercial kit showed reproducible and consistent results in the PCR amplification of the β-actin and AMEL genes and in analysis by STR used in forensic analysis. This is the first report using non-tumoral samples from FFPE autopsy tissues, comparing the three most common methods of DNA extraction and using the STR previously described in forensics. Our study has clarified the challenges for pathologists in applying the molecular biology approach in combination with methods suited for morphology, which must be improved. The data provided here should be used in other molecular studies in FFPE samples.